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Thank you for the invitation to make this submission on this important proposal.

I strongly support an amendment to the law, to provide that an accused person should have an option
to be tried by a Judge alone, rather than by a judge and jury.

Why? In summary -:

I.

.

Obligation to give reasons: A judge must give reasons for decision, A jury is prohibited from
doing so. Both an accused and the State should have the right to know the reasons for a
decision which may sometimes provide a ground for an appeal against the decision. And giving
reasons is an important mental discipline, focussing the mind on truly relevant issues. Isee the
attached paper on the importance of giving reasons)

2.

3.

Time: A trial by judge alone takes significantly less time than a trial by jury.

Cost: (Not only because less time is taken) a trial by judge alone is much less costly, both to the
State and the accused (or to Legal Aid, and therefore also to the State, if the accused qualifies for
legal assistance).

"Hung Juries": Jury trials sometimes result in a "hung jury', which generally means there must
be a re-trial IOCcasionally more than once), more than doubling the already significant costs, and
adding to the financial and emotional strain on the accused (as well as witnesses). That cannot
happen in a judge alone trial
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Prejudice to a fair trial: Pre-trial adverse publicity, or discovery of prejudicial matters (e. g. past
convictions of accused) - especially via Google and internet - may result in an unfair trial, based
on undisclosed prejudice against an accused.
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"Aborted Trials": Jury trials are sometimes aborted if a juror orjurors become ill, or if prejudicial
material is disclosed (inadvertently or otherwise) to jurors and the Court becomes aware of that.
(There are occasions, exceedingly rare, when a trial by judge alone may have to be abandoned

due to the illness or death of the judge.
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Long Trials: It is unfair, and may be a cause for understandable resentment (and affect their
concentration) to require citizens to take weeks, or sometimes months, away from their normal
activities, often with a resultant loss of income for which they are not fully compensated
Jurors' lack of experience: Although jurors are drawn randomly from the community, and !11^)!
include people experienced in making objective judgments and applying the criminalstandard of
proof (beyond reasonable doubt) there is a real risk that no-one on the jury has had that
experience, or that someone who has, or claims to have, will dominate the others'

Assessing Expert Evidence: In many trials, experts are called to give opinion evidence, on
mattersin which neither juries (nor perhapsjudges) have little, if any, expertise. In ajudge alone
trial, a judge may - and should - undertake a close examination and scrutiny of the reliability of
expert evidence, based on peer evaluation etc. It has been held by the High Court that in a jury
trial, that is not a matter for the judge, but for the jury to determine. The danger is that a jury
may assess reliability simply on the basis of an expert's CV and impressiveness in the witness



box, which may result in a miscarriage of justice (as witness the impressive expert evidence, later
shown to be without scientific validity, given in the Chamberlain trial). This has become a
mounting concern.

Attention span: It is certainly not a universal truth, but it is sometimes alarming Iy obvious, that
some jurors are riot paying attention to the evidence, or to what the judge is telling them; and
they do not have the advantage, as a judge does, of having a transcript of evidence, to refresh
their memories - particularly important in a lengthy trial.

Pressure on jurors: Some jurors may feel (and sometimes are) threatened or pressured,
whether within or outside the jury room and may agree to a verdict influenced by that pressure.
It is possible, but extremely unlikely, that a Judge sitting alone would be so influenced.

An anomaly in the justice system: There is no logical justification for an accused, who has the
"right" to be tried by jury, being obliRed. to do so. The majority of offences (some very serious)
are dealt with by magistrates, or in the case of minors, by a judge sitting alone, as President of
the Childrens Court. Reasons, in those cases, must always be given. And civil trials, or family
court cases (where very important issues are frequently involved such as custody and access to
children, maintenance etc) in trials are by judge alone, riot juries. So, what is the rationale
underlying the requirement for adults accused of a serious (in dictable) offence to be tried by a
group of 12 people, who are not required to establish any qualification, either by experience or
training, for adjudicating and making a decision which may seriously affect the life of a fellow
citizen?

Historical anachronism: Trials by jury were invented centuries ago in England preceded by
methods of "truth finding" such as "trials by combat". They were supposed to be, and are still
called "judgment by one's peers", which once meant contemporaries from the same town or
village, who knew the accused and accuser, and usually had some knowledge of their characters
and the facts. That, of course, has changed dramatically - but we still call it judgment by one's
copeers", when it is nothing of the kind

The question of trial by jury is one that has concerned me, during my more than 50 years of legal
practice. I have written and spoken about it on a number of occasions. Attached is an edited version
of an address I gave several years ago on the subject, to which is attached a short paper I wrote on the
importance of giving reasons for a decision - see above - "I. Obligation to give reasons". Please treat
it as part of my submission. I hope that it will assist the Committee in this important inquiry.

I would be willing to supplement or elaborate on this Summary, by appearing before the Committee,
that would assist.

Malcolm MCCusker AC, qC
28 October 201.9



I have long been an advocate of abolishing jury trials altogether, or at least, if that ideal is

unattainable, to give an accused an absolute right to be tried by a judge alone rather than a

jury,

JURY SYSTEMS - THE PRO'S AND CON'S

The Alternative: Trial Without a Jury
M J MCCusker AO QC

I have expressed that view unequivocally on a number of occasions, including in a debate

with the former DPP, Mr Robert Cock QC, facilitated by the then Chief Judge of the District

Court, Antoinette Kerinedy and hosted by the WA Society of Jewish Jurists and Lawyers, in

November 2007; in a paper which I delivered to the 36th Australian Legal Convention held in

Perth, on the topic "Bad Press: Does the Jury Deserve it?". in a paper delivered to the 2010

Law Summer School entitled "The Role of the Jury"; and in an article published in "Brief' in

2010.

The Rhetoric

The 2007 winter edition of "Reform" (a journal of National and International Law Reform) was

devoted to the subject of juries. In a prefatory comment, the president of the ALRC referred

to "the critical importance of the jury system as a bulwark of democracy, protecting

individuals against the might of the Crown and providing protections for liberty and properly

against the arbitrary or capricious exercise of power", He quoted from Blackstone, the great

I8t' century lawyer. who said as follows:

A +10. h rrje. .n + I

"But the founders of the English law have, with excellent forecast, contrtved that

the truth of every aceusatibn, whether proifered in the shape of Ihdictment in^rination

or appeal should afterwards be confirmed by the unanimous suffrage of I2 of hi^

equals and nei;zhbours^hd!fferently chosen, and superior to all suspicion'I

And in an article in that journal, "Juries Reborn" Mark Findlay wrote:

"Unlike police, lawyers, judges and corrective services personnel, jurors retain

community respect and regard even in the 1130e of significant political and media

criticism. It is as it despyte suggestions that jurors don't comprehend the

complexities of the trial, and sometimes get it wrong, we would rather have the

determination of guilt or innocence in the hands of our peers than the legal

professionals".

If that sweeping assertion is based on some opinion poll or statistical survey, the reader is

riot told. Many similar adulatory utterances, concerning the importance of the jury system

and its role in criminal justice, will probably be familiar to you.



Lord Devlin, in one of the Hamlyn lectures in I 956, described trial by jury as "the lamp that

shows that freedom lives", a glowing analogy which, despite my respect for Lord Devlin, has

always seemed to me very much "over the top". I was therefore glad to find that I was in

good company, when I read a comment on that analogy, by High Court Justice Heydon in AK

v The State of Western Australia 2008232 CLR 428 at 470:

"To some extent it reflects excessively Miss Ham!yn!s desire that the lectures cause

the Common People of the United Kingdom to real^^e the privileges which in law and

custom they enjoy in comparison with other European peoples",

Nevertheless, the view continues to be expressed that trial by jury is essential to a just

system of law. Indeed, in one of its pamphlets regarding jury duty, issued by the Department

of the Attorney General, it is stated:

"Jury duty ensures our system remains fair and just . . . we need to maintain a

balanced/'udibialsystem, reflecting many different points of view".

The Reality

However, bucking against this trend was an article in the same journal ("Reform") "Juries - A

Central Pillar or an Obstacle to a Fair Trial and Timely Criminal Justice System?" written by

Valerie French (wife of former Chief Justice Robert French) who sent it to me, with a note

saying she was glad riot to be "a lone voice crying in the wilderness".

She wrote "I have spent many years presiding over jury trials as a District Court Judge and

conducting trials as a judge alone while a Magistrate and a Children's Court Judge, I know

what system I would choose if I were charged with a serious offence that put my liberty at

risk. Simply put^f I were guilty, I would take my chances with a jury, as I would have nothing

to lose, If I were innocent, I would not put my fate in the hands of a committee of 72 people

who do not have to give any reasons for their decision or be in any way accountable for what

has happened in the jury room".
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Some of the salient points she made in that article were:

. Jury trials take longer than trials by judge alone, they may be subject to substantial

delays, and may be aborted by "an unwise or an inadvertent comment in court or some

exposure to a sensitive matter through the media"; and the spectre of a hung jury, and a

second trial. all making jury trials more costly.

The old dictum, that a person on trial for a serious offence should be judged by his or her

"peers", is riot soundly based. The selection process. with challenges, such as it is, can

"leave a pool of people who appear to be unemployed, disinterested or - more



dangerously - very resentfu! at being press ganged into service". (She might have added

a question: what do people mean by "peers"?)

Juries do not give, and are riot permitted to give, reasons for their decision. This limits

considerably the prospects of appealing against a jury verdict. As she said: "A trial by

Judge alone can be sub^^ct to appeal by both prosecution and defence. The conviction

will be accompanied by reasons for deci^On includrng re^fences to the evidence that

was taken into account, the evidence that was considered not to be satisfactory and an

explanation of the relevant legal princfy>/es to that evidence resulting in the decision. An

appeal can focus on what did go wrong rather than what might have happened'.

The jury system has been described by some of its critics as a "sacred cow". And, as Val

French said at the beginning of her article:

" To suggest that the system of trial by jury could bear critical sorut!hy is seen by some as

akin to questIbning motherhood".

Val French and I are not alone in questioning these, and other similar rose-coloured

declamations regarding the virtues of jury trials, That distinguished author, iconoclast and

scientist, Richard Dawkins, in an article published in The Observer on Sunday 16 November

I997, subjected the jury system to a highly critical scientific analysis, which the "system" was

unable to withstand, and based on his own experience of having had the "misfortune" (as he

put it) to serve on 3 juries, stated "ff charged with a serious crime and know myself to be

guilty I\ go with the loose cannon of ajury, the more ignorant, prejudiced and capnbious the

better . , , but if I am innocent . . . please give me a judge . . . '{
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Lack of Logic

There are several logically indefensible aspects of our stubborn adherence to this "system"

of determining guilt or innocence.

For a start, there is an ambivalence in the justice system's attitude towards juries.

On the one hand, they are praised by some as imagined repositories of "commonsense and

logic", delivering verdicts which it is said (riot only by Mark Findlay) the community can be

confident reflect general community values, and in which the community - so it is supposed -

will be more likely to have confidence than in a decision by a trained, qualified and

experienced judge.

On the other hand, we are so concerned that jurors might be influenced or prejudiced by

evidence which is in admissible, or the probative value of which is outweighed by its

perceived prejudicial effect, that judges go to great lengths to discuss such matters with



counsel, in the absence of the jury, in order to decide whether or not the evidence should be

permitted to be put to the jury, and (in some cases) whether the prejudice is such that the

jury should be discharged.

In the case of a trial by judge or magistrate alone, the law assumes that there is no such

problem. We assume that we can trust them to be unaffected by prejudice, and if evidence

is given which is in admissible, to disregard it (and make it clear in their reasons that they

have done so). The trial, by Judge alone (Justice Brian Martin) of Lloyd Rayney illustrated

this well.

Community Acceptance

And as for the argument that the community is more likely to accept a jury's verdict than the

verdict of a judge alone, no one has ever explained why that should be so. Is it any more

than speculation or wishful thinking? As Wayne Martin CJ pithily observed in Arthurs v State

of Western Australia 2007 WASC 182:

"... the proposition that the community as a whole wM be morelikely to accept ajury's

verofct than it would be to accept the judgment of a judge appears to be an

assessment of a $001010gical nature unsustained by any empirical evidence".

One only has to consider the howls of public outrage when the jury acquitted the MCLeods of

assaulting Constable Butcher, and the public demonstration before Parliament House; or the

publicly aired claims that the jury which acquitted "the well known Northbridge businessman"

John Kizon and his co-accused Mr Mereanti must have been intimidated or "got at', to

appreciate that the mere fact that the decision is by a jury does not mean that there is likely

to be public acceptance of, or confidence in, a jury verdict.

Lack of Reasons - Unfair Trial?

And that brings me to what I regard as the most serious defect in the jury system - the lack of

any reasons for decision. If you were an innocent person, accused and convicted of a crime,

would you not want to know the reasons for the jury's verdict? And if you were a victim of a

crime which you are quite sure was committed by an accused person, but the jury acquitted,

would you not want to know !^by the jury acquitted? Had the MCLeods (whose acquittal by a

jury of a charge of aggravated assault on a police officer evoked howls of outrage) been

acquitted by a judge, reasons for the decision would have to be given. They would be made

public, of course, and subjected to critical scrutiny. For all we know, the jury in the MCLeod

case may have delivered its verdict on the basis of the evidence, and careful, logical and

objective reasoning. (Indeed, I have been assured that this was so, by one of the jurors). But

without any reasons, large sections of the public felt free to speculate that the jury was

"me sinerised" into acquitting, by "smart lawyers from the East". The obligation to remain



silent as to their reasons meant that the jurors could not, without breaking the law, refute

such assertions and defend their decision.

A basic tenet of our justice system is that every person shall have the right to a fair trial. Yet

it is at least questionable whether the jury system does provide an accused with a fair trial.

That question was squarely raised in a case which went before the Grand Chamber of the

European Court of Human Rights, judgment in which was given in Strasbourg on

16 November 2010, "Case of Taxouet v Beloium".

The applicant. who had been accused (with several co-defendants) and convicted of murder

after a trial by jury in Belgium, challenged the conviction, on the ground that it was based on

a guilty verdict by ajury without giving reasons, and was therefore in violation of Article 6:1 of

the Convention on Human Rights which provided:

"In the datenniriation of any . . . criminal charge against him, everyone is entitled to a

fair . . . he anhg , , .

The challenge on that ground sent shock waves through those countries where trial by jury

has long been established, and the governments of the United Kingdom, Ireland and France

were all given leave to intervene.

The Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights gave a very helpful survey of

comparative law in the member states of the Council of Europe, dividing them into three

categories: 14 members of the Council had never had a jury system, or any other form of lay

adjudication in criminal matters, or had abolished it IO members, including Belgium, had

what was described as "a traditional jury system':' and 24 had what is called a "co"aborative

system" of lay adjudicators sitting and deliberating alongside professional judges in criminal

matters, with the professional judges and jurors collectively determining all questions of law

and fact, the issue of guilt, and the sentence.

".

The Court rioted that, as a general rule, reasons are riot given for verdicts reached by a

"traditional jury'. It also noted, however, that in a number of countries which have adopted a

"traditional I'ury system" the jury is required to answer a series of questions. Hence,

although the jury does riot deliver a set of reasons, as such, the answers to those questions

given by the jury, in combination with "precise and unequivocal questIbns put to the jury by

the judge" will "form a framework on which the verdict is based or sumoiently offsetting the

1190t that no reasons are given for the jury!s answers".

The Belgian courts (unlike the UK and Australia) adopt that approach. Specific questions are

put to the jury, and the jury then provides answers to those questions.



However, in the particular case at hand, the Court of Human Rights concluded that the

questions which had been put to the jury as regards the applicant "did not enable the

applicant to ascertain which of the items of evidence and factual circumstances discussed at

the trial had ultimately caused the I'ury to answer the 4 questions concerning him in the

affirmative". (See para 97 of the judgment. ) The Court therefore concluded that "the

applicant was not afforded sufficient safeguards enabling him to understand why he was

found guilty. SIhce the proceedIhgs were not fair, there has accordingly been a violation of

Article 6:1 of the Convention".

When May an Accused be Granted Trial by Judge Alone?

Section I 18(4) of the Criminal Procedure Act provides that the Court !!I^:! make an order for

trial by judge alone if it considers it "in the interests of justice to do so", but that on an

application by the prosecutor it must riot make an order unless the accused consents.

If, as the European Court has held, an accused is denied a "fair trial" if he or she does riot

know the reasons for a verdict, then perhaps it is arguable that it is always "in the interests of

I'us tice" to order a trial by judge alone, if the accused applies for one, because otherwise the

reasons for a verdict will not be known. In our system (unlike Belgium and a number of other

European countries which have "traditional jury trials") the jury does not even have to answer

a series of questions which would enable the accused to determine, by resort to the

questions and answers, the reasons for the jury's verdict, So perhaps, one day, a person

convicted by a jury may argue that the trial was riot "fair' because the jury gave no reasons
for its decision.

Trial by Judge alone: some cases

In what came to be known as "the Walsham case" (Martinez & Ors v State of Western

AUStraffa [2007] WASCA 143) an application was made on behalf of the 3 young men

accused of the wilful murder of Mr Walsham, to have their re-trial heard by judge alone.

Their first trial had resulted in a hung jury. It was surrounded by considerable publicity, of a

particularly adverse and prejudicial nature, stemming from views expressed by the Coroner,

repeated in the television and print media, and from televised interviews of the parents of the

deceased, photos of the deceased young inari, and so on,

I was engaged to act for one of the young men, in the re-trial, with Michael Bowden (now

Judge Bowden) as my junior. Before the in al, in conference, I told them that in my opinion,

based on the objective evidence, they could not have committed the murder, but that the

prejudice created against them, by media publicity, and the fact that, earlier in the evening,

two of them had kicked an inebriated Mr Walsham meant that a jury would almost certainly

convict them. So, an application for a judge alone trial was made, supported by a lever arch



file full of public prejudicial material. It was opposed by the DPP. Only a cynic would

suggest it was because the DPP appreciated that, as E M Heenan J said IPara I 81

" The extent, duration and intensity of the publicity, combined with the notoriety of this

death and accompanying public concern during the course of the police investigation

before charges were lad, may result in the minds of jurors being affected and

prejud!bed against the accused, notwithstanding any directions to the contrary which

would no doubt be given by the presidrng trial judge ,,, and that the evidence that

each of the accused was involved in a violent and unprovoked assault of a serious

nature upon the deceased .., after which they left him badly injured ,.. may of ^tself

produce an athtude of revulsion towards the accused in the minds of jurors which

may lead them, without sufficient further caution or examination of the other evidence,

into cone/udihg that they were the same persons as those a"eged to have been

involved in the second incident leadihg to the I^tai fall".

His Honour "hit the naff on the head', when he expressed the concern of the accused about

the prospects of getting a fair trial by jury. The applicants also pointed out that this was likely

to be a long trial and quoted from an extra curlal address by Justice D C Heenan "Trial by

Judge Alone" (, 995 Journal of Judicial Administration 240 at 241):

" The jurors themselves incur a cost in both money and time which cannot be

measured. Long cases cause excessive inconvenience and even hardshfy7 for the

I'urors, imposing a burden upon ordinary citizens which is diff^^ult to I'ustiiy'.

Nevertheless, E M Heenan J dismissed the application. Dealing with the proposition that the

trial would be shorter if conducted before a judge alone, he said "That I^ not necessarily so,

and it may even be longer if one takes into account a need for detailed written reasons for

decision to be prepared "! (As to that. if a judge takes a few days to write a decision, that

does not lengthen the trial itself, and since a judge presiding at a jury in al must be prepared

to give proper directions to the jury before it retires to consider its verdict, riot only is the time

taken to do that saved, in a trial by judge alone, but a judge who has been progressive Iy

preparing to give such directions would be close to being prepared to deliver a decision

anyway. one would expect).

And although Heenan J accepted that pre-trial publicity has been "very extensive and

sustained' and that some of the publications had been "quite one-sided, even unbalanced

and prejudiced', he said that most of that material "was published or circulated many years

ago" (missing the point, with respect, that some people have long memories, easily revived,

and anyway the material was still available on the internet),



His Honour concluded that "the interests of justice" did not favour a trial by Judge alone. He

said " there is likely to be great advantage in obtaining the collective judgment which only a

jury can provide on behalf of the community as to whether or not that evidence satisfies such

a tribunal beyond reasonable doubt that the charges have been proved , . . and that 'there

seems to me to be a considerable advantage in requir^^g the unanimous agreement of a

panel of I2 people for a verdict rather than that of a single person no matter how great his or

her experience may be. This seemed to be a case, more than others, when a panel of I2

jurors is likely to bring a collective wisdom and evaluation of all the tocts proved which would

be preferable to that of any singlejudgment".

What exactly is the advantage - "considerable" or otherwise - in having I2 possibly quite

inexperienced people (almost certainly consciously or unconsciously affected by prejudice)

adjudicate, instead of a trained and experienced judge?

The trial, with E M Heenan J presiding, proceeded for some 6 weeks. The jury delivered a

unanimous verdict of guilty against all3. The atmosphere in the Court room during the trial

was (as expected) extremely hostile towards the accused. The prosecutor "played up" to the

jury outrageously, and in a manner which a Judge trying the case alone would never have

countenanced. Referring to an incident earlier in the evening of Mr Walsham's death, when

the accused young men had chased another person who had thrown a stone at their car,

with a tyre lever in their hands, he loudly banged the tyre lever (which was put in evidence

against protest) on the bar table, And in his closing address, he appealed to their emotions,

saying "Poor Mr Warsham is not here, you are here to speak for him", One woman juror was

excused, part of the way through the trial. She had sent a note to the trial judge from which it

could be strongly inferred that many of the jurors had already made up their minds that the

accused were guilty, that she was feeling pressured, and that she was distressed by this.
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The jury's verdict was reversed on appeal, on the ground that no reasonable, properly

directed jury could, on the evidence before it, have convicted. A great deal of time, as well

as many months of further incarceration of the accused (pending appeal) would have been

saved had the case been tried by a Judge alone, able and trained to bring to bear a

dispassionate and objective view of the evidence, as all 3 Court of Appeal judges did, in

delivering a lengthy and reasoned decision, up holding the appeal. (CACR 94,95 & 96 of

2006)

When the 3 accused were acquitted on appeal, a number of the jurors who had convicted

them expressed their indignation, verging on outrage, in the media. Several called on the

parents of Mr Walsham, to express their sympathy, and their belief that the Court of Appeal

was wrong, I doubt any of them read the Court's meticulous, carefully written decision, which

explained exactly why the verdict of conviction was against the evidence and could riot



stand, it is very unusual for a court of appeal to reverse a jury's decision, because of the lack

of reasons, and the legal principle that a jury's verdict must be respected, however

questionable it may be.

In a later decision, Arthurs v State of Western Australia 2007 WASC 182 Martin CJ referred

to the decision of E M Heenan (in Martinez) to refuse trial by judge alone. He rioted tpara 521

that section I I8 of the Criminal Procedure Act contains provisions which

"prevent Judge shopping" but no requirement that the application for a mai by Judge

alone be dealt with by a Judge other than the proposed trial Judge. "

He said:

"it will be no surprise to learn that I favour the adoptibn of that practice wherever

possible . . . and it is I think a matter of regret that that that practice was not followed in

the case of Western Australia v Martinez in which E M Heenan J was placed in the

invidious position of having to determine whether or not he would conduct the trial Ih

question without ajury',

The Chief Justice later issued a Practice Direction, that, in future, the judge hearing an

application for a judge alone trial must riot be the trial judge. (This should have been made

an amendment to the Criminal Procedure Act but so far has not). It may be a little cynical of

me, but I can't help suspecting that this Practice Direction was made to overcome an actual

or perceived disinclination by a Judge to order a trial by Judge alone if he or she were to be

the trial judge and obliged to make a decision - and give written reasons for it.

His Honour also disagreed with the observations made by E M Heenan J in Martinez, about

a jury's "collective wisdom" etc, which I have quoted above. He said (para 67):

"However, where I respectfully differ from his Honour is in his apparent view that

cases such as the one he was considering in which the essential question was

whether a particular accused person had committed an act which is on any view

abhorrent to community values or community standards is a case in which there

should be some form of preference tonury trial.

Further, ^t I^ I think clear from the approach taken by Heenan J in the evaluation of

the considerations which were applicable to the case before him that, despyle the

presumptibn of neutral^ty to which he rel^rred, because of the breadth of the view

which he took as to cases involving community standards in fact he started from a

presumptibn in favour of jury trial and assessed whether the applicants for trial by

Judge alone had made out a case for departure from that presumptive position. "



In Arthurs, Wayne Martin CJ granted the application for trial by Judge alone. He considered

- correctly, with respect - that the pre-trial publicity and the nature of the alleged crime made

it likely that Mr Arthurs would not get a fair trial otherwise.

The decision in Arthurs was referred to by MCKechnie J in TVM V State of Western AUStral^^

[2007] WASC 299. His Honour said tpara 151 that he preferred the opinion of Martin CJ in

Arthurs, on the question of the interpretation of section I I8(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act,

but respectfully differed from both Martin CJ and E M Heenan J in the view that "in the

resolution of the app/^bation a Judge starts from a neutral position as to the preferred mode

of trial' (a view which, although expressed by Heenan J in principle was, as Martin CJ had

rioted, effective Iy departed from). He said

"Instead, it is my view that on an application under s I I8, ajudge concluding that it is

in the interests of justice for a trial to be held before a judge alone instead of judge

and jury, exercises a discretibn whether to make the order for trial by judge alone . .

and that there may be some occasions where, des^to that findihg, the discretion is

effectiveIy exercised to contihue trial byjury'.

He added tpara 321:

"There is a public interest in the administration of justice carried out Ih public and in

serious cases by the representatives of the public sitting as jurors. The fact that a

judge must deliver written reasons, where a jury gives a general verdict, is of no

consequence. That is a difference between the two modes of trial provided for by law.

The iriscrutability of a verdict of I2 is tempered by unanimity. The verdict of one is

tempered by the exposure of reasons. The interests of justice cannot then be affected

by the mode of trial, each being valid. "

With due respect to MCKechnie J, I cannot agree with his proposition that "the iriscrutability of

a verdict of f 2 is tempered by unanimity'. How can the lack of reasons for a verdict be

compensated for by the fact that 12 people deliver that verdict? It can never be known just

how a "unanimous" verdict was reached. Of what comfort is it to an innocent person, unjustly

convicted, to be told "we cant tell you why, but 12 persons agreed you were guilty'? And of

what comfort is it to a victim to be told that the accused, whom the victim knows or believes

to be guilty, has been acquitted by the unanimous verdict of a jury, without being told the

reasons for the acquittal? Does that give confidence in the criminal justice system?

In a later decision, State of Western AUStraffa v MGOonald, delivered on 27 October 2010,

another "judge alone" application went before E. M. Heenan J. MCDonald was facing a

charge of wilful murder. The facts were all admitted. The question was whether he was of

unsound mind. The application for a trial by Judge alone was granted, his Honour noting that



Steytler P had observed. in Hone v The State of Western AUStra"a [2007] WASCA to 83 at

para t71 " There is the danger of rel^cting the reasoning of an expert nosychiatrib) witness by

rel^fence to the reasoning of lay people who use common sense based on their experience

of sane rather than mentally ill people':

His Honour said that main witnesses would be independent psychiatrists, and "the expert

evidence will be more properly considered by a Judge sitting alone without a jury".

His Honour also referred to the 5 separate "community standards" listed in section I I8(6) -

" Without subsection (4), the court may refuse to make the order if it considers the trial will

involve a factual I^sue that requires the application of of^leetiVe community standards such as

an issue of reasonableness, negligence, indecency, obscenity or dangerousness" and noted

IPara 201 what Martin CJ. had said as to their application to a charge of wilful murder or

murder, in Arthurs:

"Since my decision in Martinez the Chief Justice considered that the five categories

out"ned above, in hi^ opinion, would not usually apply to a charge of murder. His

Honour held 1651. '

It is difficult for me to see how concepts of that kind can have any application to
charges of homicide except perhaps cases involving manslaughter by negligent
conduct, or possibly cases involving soff"del^rice or provocation, In cases of
intentional homicide, no questions of o^leetive community standards commonly arise
because, of course, all reasonable members of our community oppose the taking of
human life. "

His Honour conceded: "I agree that may often be the case, but every case may have its own

special features"

These 3 WA decisions have been referred to by the Supreme Court of Queensland. In R v

CIOugh 2008 QSC 307, at paras [8] to t, 11 Mackenzie J rioted the different views expressed

by Heenan J, Martin CJ and MCKechnie J on the approach to be taken to applications for trial

by Judge alone, but said, t, 21:

"It is not necessary to express a fihal conclusion on any of those issues to decide this

application . . , ".

In R V Fardon 120101 QCA 317, the Queensland Court of Appeal considered an appeal

against conviction, on the ground that the jury's verdict was unsafe and unsatisfactory, and

an appeal against the trial Judge's refusal to grant a trial by Judge alone. (In WA there is no

appeal against such a decision - rightly, in my view). Because the Court up held the appeal

against conviction on the "unsafe and unsatisf;actory" ground, it was unnecessary for it to

decide the appeal against the refusal to grant a trial by Judge alone.



However, Muir JA opined that the primary Judge had been correct in deciding that the

question of whether the appellant (on a charge of rape) had acted under an honest and

reasonable but mistaken belief in the existence of consent was one involving "the application

of o^Iective community standards". See para t4/1. Whether he considered that,

nevertheless, the prejudice resulting from the considerable pre-trial publicity "tfy:)ped the

balance" in favour of a Judge alone trial was something on which he did not, ultimately,

express a view.

Although none of the Judges found it necessary to decide whether the primary Judge's

discretion to refuse a "no jury order" had miscarried, Chesterman JA did comment on the

differing views of E M Heenan J and Martin CJ, on the one hand, and that of MCKechnie J in

TVM, on the other hand, and supported the view of MCKechnie J who had said in TVM IPara

201 "... I am unable to toffow the principle in Arthurs and Martinez that in the resolution of the

applicatibn a judge starts from a neutral position as to a preferred mode of trial"; observing

that a trial on indictment before Judge without a jury "is exceptional" and that the applicant

"must show why the case comes within the exception".

Chesterman JA also referred to the observation of Heenan J in Martinez, that: "A panel of

fact finders is likely to better reflect the ob^^ctive standards of the community as a whole than

any individual', as to which Marlin CJ, in Arthurs, had commented (as I have rioted earlier)

"the proposition that the community as a whole will be more likely to accept a I'ury!s verdrct

than it would be to accept the I'udgment of a Judge appears to be an assessment of a

$001010gical nature unsustained by any empirical evidence", a view with which MCKechnie J

had agreed, and then said tpara 861

" I would throw my lot Ih with Martin CJ and MCKechnie J. There is no reason to think,

and no basis in law for concluding, that one mode of mai is more "socially acceptable"

than the other. The discretion to make a 'ho jury" order should be unaffected by any

notion that "the community" will more readily accept the validity of one mode of trial
over the other. "

In 2010, for the very first time in the UK, pursuant to comparatively recent legislation, an

application was successfully made by the prosecution (against the objection of the defence)

for a trial by Judge alone. The reason for it was a well-founded concern, based on what had

happened in previous aborted trials, that there might be an attempt to "nobble" the jury.

There were cries of outrage from those with the unshakable conviction that a trial without a

jury is an attack on the justice system itself, and to be deplored and condemned

However, observations made by sources directly involved in the case, comparing it to a jury
trial were:



"The whole dynamic is different ,,, there was no need to read out all of the 78

charges, as would happen in the case of a jury , . . during the trial, witnesses and

barnsters were encouraged at times to speed through evidence, sk4, ping over areas

the Judge did not foel were relevant ... with nojury to impress with flourishes of wit or

rhetoric, some of the more colourful moments that can adorn a jury trial were not

seen .., verdicts were in the hands of a Judge interested only in evidence in the law

and uninterested in attempts by defendants to show off their 11^hter side or by

barnsters to sound clever ... for counsel there was no need for finely crafted closing

speeches desi^Ined to impress or mystify but Ihstead a series of final submissions . . .

un"ke ajury which would have to sit and listen to their speeches, the Judge was able

to engage with lawyers and challenge their points , . . and during the trial, unlike a I'ury

which must sit mute, even though some may be anxious to ask questions to seek

claniicat!bn, the judge was able to intervene, and did on occasions intervene, to seek

clarification of matters arising during the course of evidence ".

Not to put too fine a point on it. trial by judge alone was more efficient, with a greater

likelihood of achieving justice, in less time.

The Legislation

As Martin CJ noted IPara 391 in Arthurs v State of Western AUStraI^a, the trial of in dictable

offences by a Judge without a jury is a relatively recent development in this and other

jurisdictions. Such a method of trial first became available in Western Australia with the

passage of section 651 of The Criminal Code (in 1994), repealed when section 118 of

Criminal Procedure Act 2004 came into force. Under section 651, an accused person could

elect to be tried by Judge alone, provided the prosecutor consented, so under that regime

the method of trial was essentially under the control of the parties. That was changed, by

section I I8 of the Criminal Procedure Act, so that even if the prosecution consents, it is still

within the discretion of the Court, based on material presented by the applicant, whether or

riot to order trial by Judge alone.

In New South Wales, since 2011, following a report, in November 2010, of the New South

Wales Legislative Council Standing Committee on Law and Justice headed "Inquiry into

Judge Alone Trials .., ", and accused may apply for trial by judge alone, and the Court may

make an order, even if opposed by the prosecution, if it is "in the interests of justice". (I

made a submission to that Committee, riot adopted, that an accused should have the z!g!,! to

a trial by Judge alone).

The Committee's final recommendation is, in effect, to take the approach that has been taken

by section I 18 of the WA Criminal Procedure Act, with the Court to make a decision, based

on "the interests of justice",



South Australia has had a provision, since I 984, that an accused may elect to be tried by

Judge alone, with no discretion to refuse. A similar approach has been taken in Canada,

although in some cases the consent of the Attorney General is required.

Victoria, Tasmania and Northern Territory have no provision for "judge alone" trials. The

ACT does, but excludes certain offences, such as murder and sexual offences, from the

accused's L!gbt to elect for a judge alone,

The Community View

I don't know whether a properly conducted, statistical Iy sound opinion poll has ever been

conducted, to gauge the extent of support within the community for the jury system.

Certainly, there has never been a constitutional referendum on the subject.

If such a poll were to be taken, I would propose that the following questions be asked:

(a) If you or a member of your family were innocent, but charged with a criminal

offence, would you prefer guilt or innocence to be decided by a trained and

experienced Judge, who must give reasons for his or her decision; or by a

group of 12 people. randomly chosen, with no necessary qualifications or

experience?

If you or a family member were convicted of a criminal offence, would you

want to know the reasons for it, or would you be content with the knowledge

that I2 persons, for reasons that you do not know, decided to convict?

If you were a victim of a criminal offence, and the accused person (whom you

knew or believed to be guilty) were to be acquitted by a jury, would you be

content to accept the unanimous verdict, even though no reasons were given,

or would you have preferred that the accused had been tried by a Judge, who

would have to give reasons for the decision?

If you were called up for jury service, at a time inconvenient to you for some

reason, would you be happy to serve as a juror, possibly for weeks or months,

for very little remuneration to compensate you for your lost time and

inconvenience!

I strongly suspect that the answer of most people - even those who had a preconceived view

of the value of a jury system - would show that they would support trial by judge alone.



"Q and A"; or a "SOCratic dialogue"

Some time ago, I had the pleasure of meeting 2 German law students, who had come to

Australia for work experience. They were both interested in criminal law, although from

different aspects. One was studying in a course which trained students for a career as a

judicial officer, ultimately to become a judge. The other was training to be an advocate.

In Germany, criminal charges are riot tried by juries, but by 3 or more professional judges,

although sometimes laymen sit alongside them. That is somewhat similar to Greece, where

3 professional judges sit with 41ay persons' India abolished jury trials in 1960, as did both

Singapore and South Africa in 1969. (In Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew abolished jury trials

because, he said, as a defence counsel he had seen too many guilty people acquitted by

juries!). Israel, many of whose laws are derived from Britain, has never had jury trials.

Although a few Swiss Cantons have in the past had some lay participants in criminal trials,

the 2011 Swiss Code of Criminal Procedure does riot provide for jury trials.

The 2 German students, to whom the concept of a jury deciding cases (as distinct from

professional, trained judges with, possibly, some laymen) was decidedly strange, put a series

of questions to me. They were incisive and logical, and would have been embarrassing to

me had I been a "true believer" in the jury system. I did my best, however, to give the

answers which I thought the "true believers" would have given. There may be some who

belong in that category, and who could have offered better and more persuasive answers

than mine.

What follows is my recollection of the substance of the questions put to me by the 2 German

students - one of whom is now, I believe, a judge in Germany - and of my answers to them.

It is rather like the old police "record of interview", but I have given it the loftier description of

"SOCratic dialogue"

Are jurors, like judges (in Germany at least) selected on the basis of their proven

capacity to understand legal principles and comprehension skills?

No. They are selected at random, by ba"ot.

Do you mean they have no proven qualification whatever for the important task of

determining guilt or innocence?

Well, no, apart from the fact that they are aged f 8 years or more, and are on the electoral

roll.



Are you serious?

Yes.

Does ^::^;LIEg!!.^ whose number is drawn out of the ballot box go on the jury?

No. There is a limited r^jht to chaffenge (without cause) 5 persons, given to both prosecution

and defence lawyers. But that I^ likely to be reduced.

Ah, so the lawyers can question the proposed jurors, before they are sworn, to get

some idea of their possible prejudices, background, education and comprehension

ability?

No.

So, on what basis, or for what reason, can the lawyers challenge?

Well, they have the jury list, which shows where they live or they7'e still at the address shown

on the rolll and their occupation.

What help is that?

Well, some lawyers think it might give some indication of the character or education or

prejudices of a person.

Really? Do you, or other lawyers, really believe that?

Some do. I doubt it, One very experienced WA criminal lawyer, (the late) Ron Cannon,

certainly didn't. He never, or very rarely, challenged a potentialjuror, because in hi^ view iris

impossible to make any worthwhile assessment of a person's attributes, or ability to

comprehend, on the basis of where they live (or have lived) or even their occupation. I'm

inclined to agree with him.

Is there any other method used to weed out persons unsuited for the task?

No, except perhaps by appearance, age, or dress, or apparent ethnic background. Some

lawyers use those footors to guide them.

Is there any research to show that these are sound guides? Does Ron Cannon think

they are? Or do you?

No, no and no. Although I might add that in one trial for wilful murder, the Walsham case, a

mend of Mediterranean ethnic orig^^, who came into the Court, said to me at a very early

stage in the trial, that the 3 young men on trial were '170ners". Why? Because (she said) they



are 3 "wogs" (one was Spanish, two Italian) and the deceased and most of the jury are

"Anglos"! 17n not saying she was right, but it doesn't say much for her confidence injuries!

We understand that there are 12 jurors. Why 12?

No-one is really sure. Some think it may be because there were I2 Apostles; some that

may have been that there were I2 tribes of Israel.

So why riot 5 or 6?

I don't know. Incidentally, in the very tow cases where a jury is used for civil trials

defamation cases - there are only 51urors.

Is there any reason for the difference in number?

Maybe, but none springs to mind.

Well, how do you get a majority? Isn't there a danger of a 6:6 deadlock?

Jury decisions have to be unanimous, although in trials of State offences, other than cases of

wilful murder and murder, if the jury can't reach a unanimous decision after 3 hours, the

judge may accept the decision of 10 or more.

Doesn't that mean that you might riot get a decision in a trial . if 3 or more jurors

disagree with the others? Or if, in a wilful murder or murder charge, even only I juror

disagrees?

Correct.

What happens then?

There has to be another trial

That means that all the cost of the first trial is wasted? And who pays the accused's
wasted fees?

Yes, and the accused pays, unless he or she is funded by Legal Aid - when the Legal Aid

Commission pays.



Isn't it true that Legal Aid is always short of enough to fund all persons needing legal

assistance?

Yes. The Legal Aid Commission would be able to fund more trials, if all trials were by judge

alone - they would be shorter, cheaper, and less risk of a re-trial.

Is that what is called a hung jury? When it can't reach a decision? And all the money

is wasted?

Yes - but that is not the only circumstances where there may have to be a second trial, and
the cost of the first one - or some of it - wasted.

Really?

Yes. In some cases, there may be pub!^bat!bns in a newspaper or television or online, which

jurors may read, and are considered so prejudicial to a toIr trial that the trial has to be

aborted, the jury discharged and a second trial held later. That can also happen ff a juror

discusses the case with someone else, who gives the juror his or her view about it, and

perhaps influences the juror one way or another. Or where it is discovered, before the trial

ends, that a juror knows the accused or a prosecution witness.

This all seems a very expensive, time-consuming method of determining guilt. Can

you explain why you have jury trials, and riot a trial by a trained judge?

Well, there are several arguments put forward in favour of juries. One is that an accused is

being/'udged by his or her peers.

What does "peer" mean?

It means "equal"^iterally.

So let me get this clear. If an accused is a poor illiterate aboriginal, for example, the

jury has to be all poor illiterate aboriginals? Of if the accused is well educated and

aflluent, twelve of the same have to be jurors? (And so on) How on earth can you

possibly select a jury of the peers of the accused? And you said that in the selection

process potential jurors aren't questioned. So how can you ever be sure they are the

accused's peers?

You have taken me too literally.



All right, explain.

Well, the theory is that if an accused were tried by a judge only, the judge would not be

representative of the community, would come from a narrow background, without the broad

range of experience onlie that it is hoped ajury of 12 will have, and apply to their decision.

Has anyone ever tested that theory? Has any psychologist or demographer, or
scientist ever been consulted?

So, it is possible that the jurors, picked at random, may as individuals have far less

experience of life, and almost certainly much less training and understanding of the

law, than a trained judge? You might have a bunch of 18 year olds, for example,

who've never ever had a job?

Yes, the oret!bally; but it is likely that there will be some jurors with the background and

experience which will help the jury to reach the correct decision.

You mean, someone like ajudge?

I suppose you could say that - especially as the 17ury net" is to be widened, to reduce the

class of people exempt from jury service, and include people such as lawyers. In England,

where the jury system originated, even judges may sit as jurors.

I'm no psychologist but my intuition is that if you get a few people on a jury who are

well educated, mature and experienced and with a fairly dominant personality (a

teacher, for example, or a lawyer, or a judge) they are likely to lead the others' Has

there been any study of that question?

Yes, there is no doubt in theory that a dominant person is likely to swing the rest; and stories

I've had from exjurors show that 11 happens in practice.

And that dominant person may riot be, in any sense, the accused's peer? Even if

there are people on the jury who, by chance, could be described as peers, they could

be outvoted by the others, in which case they either stand firm, and there is a hung

jury, or - more likely - they are persuaded by the more dominant ones on the jury? Is

that right?

I suppose you?'e logically correct.



So this idea of being judged by one's peers - even if it is a good idea - has no

empirical basis at all? It's a bit like Russian roulette?

I wouldnf go that for, although I don't think the law of probability has been appli^d to the

theory. Still, 11udgment by one^ peers" has a nice, reassuring ring to it, doesn't It?

So, name me another reason. That one doesn't appeal to me.

Twelve people bringing to bear their combined life experiences?

I think we've covered that. "You're dreaming" is, I believe, the "dinkum Aussie"

response.

All right, but there is another. It has been said that the jury is the individual citizen^

protection - or bulwark, some say - against oppression by the State.

I don't understand. Doesn't the State enact the laws, and isn't the jury bound to

decide according to the law?

Yes, but if a jury thought a particular law was unj'ust or oppressive it could di^miss the

charge, even if on the evidence it had been proved.

If that is the theory, why don't you have jury trials in nori-criminal cases, where the

State or some Government agency or department is involved?

cant answer that. Maybe because criminal charges have more serious consequences.
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But you could have a civil trial involving the State where the consequence could be

financial disaster for a citizen?

And if the justification for juries is the hoped-for "combined life experience" of the 12

randomly chosen people, isn't that just as important - if it is valid - for a civil action?

I take your point.

You mentioned expense. Surely a jury trial takes much longer than a trial by judge

alone, and is therefore more expensive. To have every criminal charge tried by a jury

must involve enormous expense, huge demands on citizens being called up for jury

service (often, I imagine, more than once) consequent impact on the economy, riot to

mention additional time, hung juries, retrials, etc as compared with a trial by a trained

judge alone?



It is true that jury trials take much longer. The WA Law Reform Commission said at p929 of

its Report on the Jury System that that I^ "undisputed". However, not every criminal charge

is tried by a jury. Most are tried by a Magistrate; or where the offence was alleged!y

committed by a person who at the time of the offence was under the age of I9 (a mino, ) by a

Judge alone.

What kind of charges?

Criminal charges. In the case of magistrates, but only what are described as simple

offences, or in didable offences which may be tri^d summanly, and carry a penalty of no

more than 3 years (Ih some cases, 2 years) plus, possibly, a fine. In the case of offences by

minors, ^c. 1< criminal charge, up to and including murder.

Are Magistrates trained and experienced? And the President of the Children's Court,

who is a judge?

Yes, to both.

So the very serious offences by persons aged I8 and over, with a possible sentence

of over 3 years, are decided by 12 untrained, unqualified people, whose names are

drawn out of a hat, but the less serious offences are decided by Magistrates, who are

trained and qualified, just like judicial officers in Germany?

Ri ht - althou h the 'urors' numbers are drawn from a box. Not names from a hat,

You're sounding just like a pedantic lawyer! Tell me, do jurors decide the sentence

then?

No, the judge does.

So, is the theory that the collective wisdom and "life experience" of juries fits them

better for deciding guilt in serious cases than judges - but riot for deciding the

punishment?

That's right. Don't ask me why, please.

Are there any other reasons for trial by jury, rather than the quicker and cheaper

method of trial by judge alone?

Well, some say it is more democratic, as it involves the community, and people foel they are

involved, and have "input".



But juries are riot elected, as they?

No.

In Australia, Judges are appointed by the Government, no?

Yes

And the Government is elected by democratic vote?

Yes

So isn't it more "democratic" to have cases decided by trained and experienced

Judges, appointed by a democratically elected Government, entrusted by the

community to appoint the most qualified, experienced people, rather than decided by

12 people, who are riot selected by the Government (or anyone) for their experience or

qualification, to make important decisions with very serious consequences?

Your logic is unassailable. Perhaps "democratic"I^ the wrong word.

How about "illogical" or "undemocratic", then?

Pass.

In Australia does a convicted person have a right of appeal, as in Germany?

Yes,

So, how does that work, in a jury trial? Does the jury prepare a set of reasons for their

decision, so that if the reasons are flawed the appeal court can correct it?

No, that would be impractical. The I'ury gives no reasons. Its verd^^t has been described as

"inscrutable ".

Is that another word for "uriaccountable"?

That doesnf sound as good.

Are judges' and magistrates' decisions also "inscrutable"?

No, to the contrary. They are obliged, by law, to give full reasons, if there is to be a fair trial

If they don't, the failure to do so would be a ground for setting aside the decision.

So let me get this straight. Suppose I am innocent, but have been found guilty by a

jury, I am riot told the reasons why, but if by a magistrate (or by the President of the

Children's Court), I must be told the reasons?



You've got it.

And, conversely, if I am guilty, but acquitted by a jury, neither I nor the prosecution

nor the general public will ever know why?

If a person who ^22^:^ to be guilty (on the evidence as reported) is acquitted by a

jury, isn't that likely to shake public confidence in the system, as well as frustrating

police and prosecutors?

You are r^ht. That has happened; some jury verdrcts have been mexp/Ibable, and have

provided speculatibn that the jury was '!swayed" by smart lawyers (usually 'from the East');

or '^;ot at" by some outside influence; or intimidated either directly or indirectly (as has been

suggested in cases where, for example, bikies or police have been acquitted despite what

looked like a very strong case).

Wouldn't those kind of concerns be removed, if reasons were always given? And if

that is riot practical in a jury trial, isn't that a good argument, of itself, for having all

trials by Magistrates or Judges? Why aren't they? Apart from what you have put

forward, is there anything else in favour of juries?

Well, I've mentioned the idea that It makes the community feel more involved.

So is the community, generally, keen to serve on juries?

To be honest, no. Many who are cared up as potential jurors try to be excused - some, I

suspect, on quite spurious grounds. There is the oldjoke, with a certain truth to it, that the

definition of a juror is someone who is not Intelffgent enough to think of a reason for not

serving, There is no doubt that many who are forced to serve on juries, especially on a long

mai, are hostile, and regard it as an unwarranted imposition, and an interference in their

employment, business, or personal lives.

So an intelligent person, accused of a crime of which he or she is innocent, would

have a reasonable apprehension that the jury deciding his or her guilt may consist of

some people with a conscious or unconscious bias against him or her, due to

appearance, race, occupation etc; some people with little education or experience in

the kind of matter likely to come up during the trial; and some who are just angry and

resentful about being forced to be away from work, business or home, and therefore

unlikely to make a decision in a calm and objective frame of mind, or pay close

attention to the evidence?



Yes, that would be a reasonable apprehension, and it is not at all fanciful. Stories that I've

read about jury trials, written by exjurors, and anecdotes I've received from former jurors

(until a law was passed prohibiting jurors from ever reveal^hg what happened in the jury

room) have borne home to me that the rhetoric of those I^, vouring the jury system simply

doesn't match the reality.

Any examples?

There are many. To tell them all would take far too much time. One, written by a journalist

(Kiin MGOona!d) from "The West Australian" published in November 2009, is typybal. She

wrote that her experience in serving as a juror shattered her trust in the justice system and

left her deeply di^71usioned. She said a few dominant personalities took over; some jurors

were too intimidated to air their views; some appeared to have reached a decision without

hearing any evidence, and straight after the prosecution!s opening address, ' and that she (as

we" as others) nodded off from time to time, through sheer exhaustion. She said 'Most

people would say 17n a pretty strong person, but by the time I left court after the 5 day trial, I

was a shaking blubbering wreck. I barely made it to the train stat!bn before vomiting, with my

back pricking from the fury and frustration of having witnessed first hand the travesty of our

justice system".

Another from a foreman of a NSWjury, who said several on hi^jury announced the accused

were guilty, before they heard any evidence, because the accused were Lebanese and "they
are all crooks"!
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How do you know her experience is riot atypical?

I've had a number of exjurors tell me, or write to me, about similar experiences. . of jurors

who have made up their mind because of the appearance, colour or race of the accused - or

of the complainant; of jurors who have decided on the basis of what the prosecutor has said

in opening; of jurors who have gone to sleep during large parts of the trial, and have given up

trying to follow it, leaving it to a few dominant characters to tell them how to decide; of jurors

who, des^to repeated warnings from the judge, have gone to the internet to research the

accused's background; of jurors who hadnf the faintest understanding of what 'proof beyond

reasonable doubt" means; or who held the firm view that ff the police have charged

someone, they must be guilty; of jurors who have taken a strong dislike to defence counsel,

which has spilled over to their attitude towards the accused; or who, conversely, disliked the

prosecutor so much that they di^missed the charge; or who were in such a rush to get home

that they would just go along with whatever the foreman or the in^ionty thought.

None of what you have just said would appear to support the jury system. But I

suppose in fairness, riot all juries would be like that. There must be some juries



whose members are all objective, intelligent, with experience in making decisions, an

understanding of the concept of "presumption of innocence', and an ability to remain
focussed and awake?

You mean likejudges? Yes, I am sure that must be true; but equally I think it likely that the

so-called yury horror stories " that I have heard are just the tjo of an iceberg.

I'm still trying to get my head around this. A jury trial takes longer and is more

expensive, than a trial by judge alone?

Certainly.

Juries give no reasons, unlike judges and magistrates, who have to do so?

Correct.

There is no evidence that jury verdicts are more acceptable to the community than

Judges' or Magistrates' decisions?

Correct.

So can you give any convincing reason for jury trials?

I've done my best, Others may do better. I know that many judges support trial by jury. One

reason they give is their belief that fluries usually get it right". I support that's reassuring,

although all it means is that in most cases the jury has given a decision that the judge would

have reached - after a shorter trial and at less expense. And I know one now retired judge

from Tasmania who said he thought that about 15% of jury verdicts in trials he had presided

over were wrong. That means that Of he was right) justice miscarried 15% of the time.

I read, somewhere, that it is an important principle of the Australian criminal justice

system that all people accused of a serious crime have a z!F1!,! to a trial by jury. Is that
so?

What if an accused person doesn't want a trial by jury? Perhaps the accused is

apprehensive that he or she wont' get a fair trial, because of race or religion, or a

criminal history or because the accused has limited funds, and knows a jury trial will

take longer and be more expensive, and there is always the risk of a hung jury and a

second trial; or the accused has in the past sat on a jury, or knows someone who has,

or has read about what sometimes happens in a jury room and therefore knows how,



in reality, juries sometimes behave. Can the accused waive his or her L!g. !:^ to trial by

jury, and have a trial by judge alone?

No. In the case of State myA) offences, an accused may apply to a Judge, to be tried

without a I'ury, but there is no !!g^t to be tried by a Judge alone. The Judge has a discretibn

to make an order if the Judge considers it to be 'in the interests of^^stice ': and may refuse to

make an order for trial by judge alone if the Judge considers the trial will involve a footual

issue requirihg the applicatibn of "objective community standards such as an issue of

reasonableness, negligence, indecency, obscenity or dangerousness",

So is the underlying assumption of that law, that judges aren't suited or qualified to

either understand or apply such "objective community standards"?

I don't think so. After all, those kinds of I^sues are very often considered by a Judge sitting

alone in civil actions, as well as by Magistrates in both criminal and civil trials; and by the

President of the Children's Court who sits alone and tri^s all criminal charges against

persons who were aged less than 78 years at the time of the alleged offence,

I won ^ even ask you to explain the logic of why a person can 't waive what is said to be

that person's '22g^-'"'

Thanks. I'm grateful.

You mentioned jury trials of State in dictable offences. Is the position more sensible

for Commonwealth indictable offences?
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No, Jin afraid not, The Commonwealth constitution requires that all Commonwealth

Indictable offences be tried by a jury.

So in Commonwealth in dictable criminal cases there is riot even the possibility of trial

by judge alone?

That!s right. But it is up to the Commonwealth to define, in its criminal legislation, what are

'in dictab/e offences': so it I^ possible that very serious criminal charges could be defined as

nori-Indictable, which would then be tried by a magistrate; and conversely, offences not quite

so serious, and which in^7ht be regarded as non-Indictable, could be defined as in didable,

therefore requirihg tri^I by jury.

How did all this happen? Why does Australia have a jury system?

Well, AUStrafia was originally colonised by the English, so we inherited the Engi^^h legal

system, with some very important princ4?tos aimed at ensuring that any accused has a right

to a fair trial.



You haven't answered my question. Whyjuries?

The history of its evolutibn in England is some centuries old, It replaced trial by combat.

Originally, the idea was that guilt or innocence would be decided by 12 men (no women,

incidentally) who knew the accused, knew something about the offence and lived in the same

neighbourhood. It has evolved since then, so that now men and women can be jurors

(although that wasnf so in 7900 and a personis not to sit as ajurorif he or she knows the

accused or any witness, or knows something about the case which is likely to affect his or

her view.

So why hasn't it further evolved, so that an accused can demand to be tried by a

trained Judge alone, instead of by ,2 people, picked at random, riot for their skill or

training, and possibly resentful about having to sit on a jury at all?

Perhaps it will one day.

You're evading the question

I know, because I have no answer.



is an inherent characteristic of humans that we want to know the reason for everything,

That "need to know", to understand the reasons, is not confined to the physical world.

extends to decisions made by another, especially if they affect us.

Who has not, at some time, asked a child to do (or to refrain from doing) something, to be met

with the spontaneous and natural human reaction, "But why?" And who has not, perhaps in

frustration caused by repeated requests for reasons, replied "Because I said so", to then feel

guilty; perhaps because you know that you are being authoritarian, and have probably

engendered a sense of injustice in the child ("That's riot fair!").

The Need for Reasons

A society in which decisions affecting its citizens are made, without reasons being given, is in

danger of its citizens losing respect for such decisions, and causing those affected by them to

believe that they have been treated unjusty,

Yet we live in a society in which riot all decisions affecting its citizens (often with very serious

consequences) must be accompanied by reasons given by the decision-maker.

A-HQchto^,+ z

When the Honourable Michael Kirby was President of the New South Wales Court of Appeal,

he wrote an essay, "Reasons for Jud ement: A1wa s Permissible Usual Desirable and

Often Objiqatorv". ((1994) 12ABR 121) which began with a "personal reminiscence" about his

very early days in the law:

There was onejudge into whose courtroom I always entered with trepidation. He stared

about with fury as the oath was administered, jest the slightest paper should rustle.

False di^nity was everywhere about him. Justice was often a stranger to that place.

Typically, in dismissing a claim by my client he would intone no more than two

sentences. '

Kirby then would have to try to explain to "the client, for whom the decision was often vitalIy

important, " the reason he had lost.

This claim foils. There will be an award for the respondent. "

Perhaps that particular judge had read the advice that Lord Mansfield gave to a colonial

governor in 1790: "Consider what you thinkjustice requires, and decide accordingly. But never

give your reasons, for your judgment will probably be right, but your reasons will certainlv be

wrong".

I had a similar experience as a young lawyer in the District Court, The Judge gave his decision

in admirably economic terms: "The plaintiffs claim fails. " (He must have gone to the same



judicial school as Kirby's nemesis. ) He left the Court. I asked his Associate for a copy of the

reasons.

Ultimately, the Associate told me his Judge wished to know I, !!L:! I wanted his reasons.

resisted the temptation to ask the reason for that request.

I said because, first. both my client and I wished to know why the claim had been dismissed

(especially since I had been rash enough - remember, I was only young - to tell the client, he

would win) and secondly, so that I could advise on a possible appeal.

The Associate said the Judge would only give me his reasons after my client had filed a notice

of appeal, and he had read the grounds! The client appealed anyway, and won.

In a 1932 Victorian case, Brimnqham v Williams (1932) VLR 237, a Country Court Judge gave

his decision by simply dismissing a claim (for repayment of a loan). He refused to give reasons.

The Court of Appeal said that was "a matter for regret", but dismissed the appeal. (That would

be a ground for an appeal now, though). The judge was described by Michael Kirby as "a

tongue-tied judge who thought he was a juryman".

Judicial Decisions

ThankfulIy, the law has moved on since then.

In a Hi h Court decision, AK V Western Australia 2008 232 CLR 428, He don J, under the

heading "The importance of judicial reasons for decisions" said (quoting the Hon. Murray

Gleeson):
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"First, the existence of an obii^atton to give reasons promotes good decision making.

As a general rule, people who know that their decisions are open to scrutiny, and who

are obliged to explain them, are more likely to make reasonable decisions. Secondly,

the general acceptabi!ity of ^^dicia/ decisions is promoted by the obli^ation to explain

them Thirdly, it is consistent with the idea of democratic institutibnal responsibility to

the publ^b that those who are entrusted with the power to make decisions, affecting the

lives and property of their to"ow citizens, should be required to give, in public, an

account of the reasoning by which they came to those decisions. "

In AK, a boy was charged with a sexual offence against his female cousin, who fell pregnant.

At the time, the boy was 13, the girl 15. At trial, before a Judge alone in the Children's Court,

she said that the offence happened in a caravan, in a bed in which she, her brother, the cousin

and her older sister were SIee in ; that it was dark, so she couldn't see who it was, but believed

it was the cousin, who had been sleeping next to her, The cousin denied it was him. The

Judge gave his decision, immediately after the trial, that the cousin was guilty. He gave



reasons. He said that he acce ted the irl's evidence that she believed it was the cousin. But

her "belief' was riot the issue. The question was whether he had interfered with her. S. , 20(2)

of the Criminal Procedure Act WA provides that a judgement. in a trial by judge alone, must

include the findings of fact relied on by the judge. The Judge had riot done that. He had riot

explained the facts on which he based his decision that it was the cousin, riot the brother.

The High Court, by a majority, held that there had been a substantial miscarriage of justice.

The boy's conviction was quashed, and a new trial ordered.

Heydon J observed that the requirement for a judge to give reasons riot only enabled the

prosecution and defence to know why there had been an acquittal or conviction, but imposes

"an essential discipline", which sterns from the fact that "the process of stating reasoning often

reveals its fallacies: in the course of composing reasons for judgement directed to supporting

a conclusion which seemed clear, judges often find that the opinion "won't write", and that a

different conclusion develops ... There is a legislative assumption that compliance with that

discipline is more likely to produce justice according to law. "

Magistrates, who always sit without juries, have a similar statutory obligation. S. 31 of the

Magistrates Court Act 2004 (WA) requires that a magistrate's decision identify "The facts

accepted and the law applied, and the reasons for doing so, This was considered recently by

Edelman J who is present this evenin in Francis v Todd (201 I) WASC 185. The appellant

was convicted of unlawfulIy wounding, by glassing, a "blood sport" which, unfortunately, seems

to have grown in popularity in some quarters. He pleaded self-defence. This was rejected by

the magistrate, who, in his reasons, referred to CCTV footage, and some other evidence, but

failed to refer to or deal with additional evidence, relevant to the reasonableness of the

appellant's belief that he was about to be attacked. On that ground, Edelman J held that

although the magistrate had given reasons. they were insufficient.

Like the decision in AK, the decision in Francis v Todd illustrates the jin ortance laced b the

Court on the statutory requirement that reasons should riot only be given, but that they deal

adequately with all relevant issues.

So there is a statutory duty on magistrates to give sufficient reasons for their decisions in both

civil and criminal matters; and in criminal matters, on judges sitting alone. But, absent a

statutory duty, is there a common law duty to give reasons?

He don J returned to the uestion, in a different context, in Wainohu v NSW 2011 85 ALJR

746. It concerned the "anti-binie" laws of NSW, which provided for designated judges of the

NSW Supreme Court to make declarations that particular organisations were "prescribed

organisations", and that the judge would not be obliged to give any reasons for making a

declaration.



In an earlier decision of the High Court (Kable v DPP (1996) 189 CLR 51) it was held that a

law conferring on a judge of a State Court a non-judicial function which is "substantially

incom atIble" with the functions of that court, is invalid. In Wainohu the in a'on held, a I in

the Kable doctrine, that the anti-bikie law was invalid because the provision that a judge need

riot give reasons for his or her decision was incompatible with the proper functions of the Court,

the duty to give reasons being an important aspect of the judicial function, even though riot a

"statutory" function.

However, Heydon J disagreed. He said:

It is at least aiguable that legislative abolition of the common law "duty" for courts to

give reasons would be constitutibnal!y vaffd even though it might be foolish. The "duty'

is important. But it has only been closely examined in recent years' Its precise

formulat!bn is diffuse and controversial. It is riddled by exceptions. Whether it exists,

or had been breached^h a particular case depends on many factors, induding the

nature of the proceedings, the extent to which there was full argument extensively

pantcj>ated in by the court, and any need for urgency. There are other rules affecting

the conduct of trials - for example, rules relatihg to the burden and standard of proof in

criminal prosecutions - which are even more important than the duty to give reasons.

The authority of this Court is against any suggestion that a reversal of the burden of

proofis constitutional!yimpossib/e. Ifa change of that sign^fleance can valid!y be made,

why not the lesser change in relatibn to the duty to give reasons?

There are, as Heydon J, said, exceptions. Generally, though riot always, written reasons wil

not be necessary for decisions made on procedural matters or admissibility of evidence but i

in av be necessary, in the case of important evidentiary rulings to give reasons.

Juries Ive no Reasons

It will perhaps have struck you that the objectives of the judicial duty to give reasons and the

"discipline" that imposes, are relevant to ^.!, j! decision affecting the rights of citizens,

But very important decision, made by juries, are given without reasons. They are, it has been

said "inscrutable and Sphinx-like".

There is an old Army saying that one volunteer is worth 12 pressed men. Although it is

sometimes (perhaps unkindly) quipped that "Army intelligence" is an oxymoron, I think that

saying is valid. And surely onejudge. who has chosen ajudicial career, and must give reasons

for judgement is worth 12 person who have been compelled to adjudicate and must not give

reasons for their decision?




